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Variation, Information and
the Created Kind
DR CARL WIELAND
ABSTRACT
All observed biological changes involve only conservation or decay of the underlying genetic information. Thus we
do not observe any sort of evolution in the sense in which the word is generally understood. For reasons of logic, practicality
and strategy, it is suggested that we:
1. Avoid the use of the term ‘micro-evolution’.
2. Rethink our use of the whole concept of ‘variation within kind’.
3. Avoid taxonomic definitions of the created kind in favour of one which is overtly axiomatic.

Most popular literature on evolution more or less
implies that since we see small changes going on today in
successive generations of living things, we only have to
extend this in time and we will see the types of changes
which have caused single-cell-to-man evolution. Crea
tionists are thus seen as drawing some sort of imaginary
‘Maginot line’, and saying in effect ‘this much variation
we will allow but no more — call it micro-evolution or
variation within kind.’ When a creationist says that, after
all, mosquitoes are not seen tinning into elephants or
moths, this is regarded as a simplistic retreat. Such a
criticism is not without some justification, because the
neo-Darwinist can rightly say that he would not expect to
see that sort of change in his lifetime either. The post-neoDarwinist may say that our sample of geologic time is too
small to be sure of seeing a ‘hopeful monster’ or any sort
of significant saltational change.
Another reason why the creationist position often
appears as one of weakness is that we are perceived as
admitting variation only because of being forced to do so
by observation, then simply escaping the implications of
variation by saying it does not go far enough. And we
appear to redraw our ‘Maginot line’ depending on how
much variation is demonstrated. It will be shown shortly,
though, that this is a caricature of the creationist position,
and that the limits to variation arise from basic informa
tional considerations at the genetic level.
THE CREATED KINDS
Observed variation does appear to have limits. It is
tempting to use this fact to show that there are created
kinds, and that variation is only within the limits of such
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kinds.
However, the argument is circular and thus vulner
able. Since creationists by definition regard all variation
as ‘within the limits of the created kind’ (see for example
the statement of belief of the Creation Research Society
of the USA), how can we then use observations to prove
that variation is within the limits of the kind? To put it
another way — of course we have never observed vari
ation ‘across the kind’, since whatever two varieties
descend from a common source, they are regarded as the
same kind. It is no wonder that evolutionists are keen to
press us for an exact definition of the created kind, since
only then does our claim of ‘variation is only within the
kind’ become non-tautologous and scientifically falsifi
able.
Circular reasoning does not invalidate the concept of
created kinds, however. In the same way, natural selec
tion is also only capable of a circular definition (those who
survive are the fittest, and the fittest are the ones who
survive), but it is nevertheless a logical, easily observable
concept. All we are saying is that arguments which are
inherently circular cannot be invoked as independent
proof of the kinds.
When I claim that such independent proof may not be
possible by the very nature of things, this statement is in
no way a ‘cop out’. For instance, let us say we happened
upon the remnants of an island which had exploded,
leaving behind the debris of rocks, trees, sand, etc. It may
be impossible in principle to reconstruct the original
positions of the pieces in relation to each other before the
explosion. This does not, however, mean that it is not
possible to deduce with a great degree of confidence that
the current state of the debris is consistent with that sort of
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an explosion which was recorded for us by eye-witness
testimony, rather than arising by some other mechanism.
In like manner, we can show that the observations of
the living world are highly consistent with the biblically
described concept of original created kinds, and inconsis
tent with the idea of evolution. This is best done by
focussing on the underlying genetic/informational basis
of all biological change. This is more realistic and more
revealing than focussing on the degree or extent of mor
phological change.
The issue is qualitative, not quantitative. It is not that
the train has had insufficient time to go far enough — it is
heading in the wrong direction. The limits to variation —
observed or unobserved — will come about inevitably
because gene pools run out of ‘functionally efficient’
genetic information (or ‘teleonomic’ information). A full
understanding of this eliminates the image of the desper
ately back-pedalling creationist, redrawing his line of last
resistance depending on what new observations are made
on the appearance of new varieties.
It also defuses the whole issue of ‘micro’ and ‘macro’
evolution. I believe it is better for creationists to avoid
these confusing and misleading terms altogether. The
word ‘evolution’ generally conveys the meaning of the
sort of change which will ultimately be able to convert a
protozoon into a man, or a reptile into a bird, and so on. I
hope to show that in terms of that sort of meaning, we do
not see any evolution at all. By saying ‘we accept microbut not macro-evolution’ we risk reinforcing the percep
tion that the issue is about the amount of change, which it
is not. It is about the type of change.
This is not merely petty semantics, but of real psycho
logical and tactical significance. Of course one can say
that ‘micro-evolution’ occurs when this word is defined in
a certain fashion, but the impact of the word, the meaning
it conveys, is such as to make it unwise to persevere with
this unnecessary concessional statement. Micro-evolu
tion, that is, a change, no matter how small, which is un
equivocally the right sort of change to ultimately cause
real, informationally ‘uphill’ change, has never been
observed.
In any case, leading biologists are themselves now
coming to the conclusion that ‘macro-evolution’ is not
just ‘micro-evolution’ [using their terminology] extended
over time. In November 1980 a conference of some of the
world’s leading evolutionary biologists, billed as ‘his
toric’, was held at the Chicago Field Museum of Natural
History on the topic of ‘Macro-evolution’. Reporting on
the conference in the journal Science, Roger Lewin
wrote:
‘The central question of the Chicago conference was
whether the mechanisms underlying micro-evolution
can be extrapolated to explain the phenomena of
macro-evolution. At the risk of doing violence to the
positions of some of the people at the meeting, the
answer can be given as a clear, No.’1

Francisco Ayala (Associate Professor of Genetics,
University of California), was quoted as saying:
‘... but I am now convinced from what the paleon
tologists say that small changes do not accumulate.’2
The fact that this article reaches essentially the same
conclusion in the following pages can thus hardly cause it
to be regarded as radical. Nevertheless, the vast majority
of even well-educated people still persist in ignorance of
this. That is, they believe that ‘Big Change = Small
Change x Millions of Years.’
THE CONCEPT OF INFORMATION
The letters on this page — that is, the matter making
up the ink and paper — all obey the laws of physics and
chemistry, but these laws are not responsible for the
information they carry. Information may depend on
matter for its storage, transmission and retrieval, but is not
a property of it. The ideas expressed in this article, for
instance, originated in mind and were imposed on the
matter. Living things also carry tremendous volumes of
information on their biological molecules — again, this
information is not a property of their chemistry, not a part
of matter and the physical laws per se. It results from the
order — from the way in which the letters of the cell’s
genetic ‘alphabet’ are arranged. This order has to be
imposed on these molecules from outside their own prop
erties. Living things pass this information on from genera
tion to generation. The base sequences of the DNA
molecule effectively spell out a genetic ‘blue-print’ which
determines the ultimate properties of the organism. In the
final analysis, inherited biological variations are ex
pressions of the variations in this information. Genes
can be regarded as ‘sentences’ of hereditary information
written in the DNA ‘language’.
Imagine now the first population of living things on
the evolutionist’s ‘primitive earth’. This so-called
‘simple cell’ would, of course, have a lot of genetic
information, but vastly less than the information in only
one of its present-day descendant gene-pools, e.g., man.
The evolutionist proposes that this ‘telegram’ has given
rise to ‘encyclopedias’ of meaningful, useful genetic
sentences. (See later for discussion of ‘meaning’ and
‘usefulness’ in a biological sense.) Thus he must account
for the origin with time of these new and meaningful
sentences. His only ultimate source for these is muta
tion.3
Going back to the analogy of the printed page, the in
formation in a living creature’s genes is copied during re
production, analogous to the way in which an automatic
typewriter reproduces information over and over. A
mutation is an accident, a mistake, a ‘typing error’. Al
though most such changes are acknowledged to be harm
ful or meaningless, evolutionists propose that occasion
ally one is useful in a particular environmental context and
hence its possessor has a better chance of survival/repro43
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duction. By looking now at the informational basis for
other mechanisms of biological variation, it will be seen
why these are not the source of new sentences and there
fore why the evolutionist generally relies on mutation of
one sort or another in his scheme of things.
1. Mendelian Variation
This is the mechanism responsible for most of the new
varieties which we see from breeding experiments and
from reasonable inferences in nature. Sexual reproduc
tion allows packets of information to be combined in
many different ways, but will not produce any new
packets or sentences. For example, when the many
varieties of dog were bred from a ‘mongrel’ stock, this
was achieved by selecting desired traits in successive
generations, such that the genes or sentences for these
traits became isolated into certain lines. Although some
of these sentences may have been ‘hidden from view’ in
the original stock, they were already present in that
population. (We are disregarding mutation for the
moment, since such new varieties may arise independ
ently of any new mutations in the gene pool. Some dogs
undoubtedly have mutant characteristics.)
This sort of variation can only occur if there is a
storehouse of such sentences available to choose from.
Natural (or artificial) selection can explain the survival of
the fittest but not the arrival of the fittest, which is the real
question. These Mendelian variations tell us nothing
about how the genetic information in the present stock
arose. Hence, it is not the sort of change required to
demonstrate ‘upward’ evolution — there has been no
addition of new and useful ‘sentences’. And this is in spite
of the fact that it is possible to observe many new varieties
in this way — even new species. If you define a species
as a freely interbreeding natural unit, it is easy to see how
new species could arise without any ‘uphill’ change.
That is, without the addition of any new information
coding for any new functional complexity. For example,
mutation could introduce a defect which served as a
genetic barrier, or simple physical differences such as the
sizes of Great Dane and Chihuahua could make inter
breeding impossible in nature.
It is a little surprising to still see the occasional crea
tionist literature clinging to the concept that no new
species have ever been observed. Even if this were true,
and there is some suggestion that it has actually been
observed, there are instances of ‘clines’ in field observa
tions which make it virtually certain that two now-isolated
(reproductively) species have arisen from the same an
cestral gene pool. Yet the very same creationists who
seem reluctant to make that sort of admission would be
quite happy to agree with the rest of us that the various
species within what may be regarded as the ‘dog’ kind,
including perhaps wolves, foxes, jackals, coyotes and the
domestic dog, have arisen from a single ancestral kind. So
why may this no longer be permitted to be happening
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under present-day observations? It is not only biblically
and scientifically unnecessary, but it sets up a ‘straw man’
in the sense that any definite observation of a new species
arising is used as a further lever with which to criticise
creationists.
What we see in the process of artificial selection or
breeding giving rise to new varieties, is a thinning-out of
the information in the parent stock, a reduction in the
genetic potential for further variation. If you try and breed
a Chihuahua from a Great Dane population or vice versa,
you will find that your population lacks the necessary
‘sentences’. This is because, as each variety was selected
out, the genes it carried were not representative of the
entire gene pool.
What appeared to be a dramatic example of change
with the appearance of apparently new traits thus turns
out, when its genetic basis is understood, to be an overall
downward movement in informational terms. The num
ber of sentences carried by each sub-group is reduced,
thus making it less likely to survive future environmental
changes. Extrapolating that sort of process forward in
time does not lead to upwards evolution, but ultimately to
extinction with the appearance of ever-more-informa
tionally-depleted populations.
2. Polyploidy
Again, no sentences appear which did not previously
exist. This is the multiplication (‘photocopying’) of infor
mation already present.
3. Hybridisation
Again, no new sentences. This is the mingling of two
sets of information already present.
4. Mutation
Since mutations are basically accidents, it is not sur
prising that they are observed to be largely harmful, lethal,
or meaningless to the function or survival of an organism.
Random changes in a highly ordered code introduce
‘noise’ and chaos, not meaning, function and complexity,
which tend to be lost. However, it is conceivable that in
a complex world, occasionally a ‘destructive’ change will
have a limited usefulness. For example, if we knock out
a sentence such that there is a decrease in leg length in
sheep (and there is such a mutation), this is useful to stop
them jumping over the farmer’s fence. A beetle on a
lonely, wind-swept island may have a mutation which
causes it to lose or corrupt the information coding for wing
manufacture; hence its wingless successors will not be so
easily blown out to sea and will thus have a selective
advantage. Eyeless fish in caves, some cases of antibiotic
resistance — the handful of cases of mutations which are
quite ‘beneficial’ — do not involve the sort of increase in
functional complexity which evolutionary theory de
mands. Nor would one expect this to be possible from a
random change.
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At this point some will argue that the terms ‘useful’,
‘meaningful’, ‘functional’, etc. are misused. They claim
that if some change gives survival value then by definition
it has biological ‘meaning’ and usefulness. But this as
sumes that living systems do nothing but survive — when
in fact they and their sub-systems carry out projects and
have specific functions. That is, they carry teleonomic in
formation. This is one of the essential differences be
tween living objects and non-living ones (apart from ma
chines). These projects do not always give rise to survival/
reproductive advantages — in fact, they may have very
little to do with survival, but are carried out very effi
ciently. The Darwinian assumption is always made, of
course, that at some time in the organism’s evolutionary
history, the project had survival/reproductive value. (For
example, the archer-fish with its highly-skilled ‘hobby’ of
shooting down bugs which it does not require for survival
at the present time.) However, since these are nontestable assumptions, it is legitimate to talk about genetic
information in a teleonomic sense, in isolation from any
possible survival value.
The gene pools of today carry vast quantities of infor
mation coding for the performance of projects and func
tions which do not exist in the theoretical ‘primeval cell’.
Hence, in order to support protozoon-to-man evolution,
one must be able to point to instances where mutation has
added a new ‘sentence’ or gene coding for a new project
or function. This is so regardless of one’s assumptions on
the survival value of any project or function.
We do not know of a single mutation giving such an
increase in functional complexity. Probabilistic consid
erations would seem to preclude this in any case, or at least
make it an exceedingly rare event, far too rare to salvage
evolution even over the assumed multi-billion year time
span.
To illustrate further — the molecule haemoglobin in
man carries out its project of transporting and delivering
oxygen in red cells in a functionally efficient manner. A
gene or ‘sentence’ exists which codes for the production
of haemoglobin. There is a known mutation (actually
three separate ones, giving the same result) in which only
one letter in the sentence has been accidentally replaced
by another. If you inherit this change from both parents,
you will be seriously ill with a disease called sickle cell
anaemia and will not survive for very long. Yet evolution
ists frequently use this as an example of a ‘beneficial mu
tation’. This is because if you inherit it from only one
parent, your red cells will be affected, but not seriously
enough to affect your survival — just enough to prevent
the malaria parasite from using them as an effective host.
Hence, you will be more immune to malaria and better
able to survive in malaria-infested areas. This shows us
how a functionally efficient haemoglobin molecule be
came a functionally crippled haemoglobin molecule.
The mutation-caused gene for this disease is maintained
at high levels in malaria-endemic regions by this inciden

tal phenomenon of heterozygote superiority. Its damag
ing effect in a proportion of offspring is balanced by the
protection it gives against malaria. It is decidedly not an
‘upward’ change. We have not seen a new, efficient
oxygen transport mechanism or its beginnings evolve.
We have not seen the haemoglobin transport mechanism
improved.
One more loose but possibly useful analogy. Let us
say an undercover agent is engaged in sending a daily re
assuring telegram from enemy territory. The text says
‘the enemy is not attacking today’. One day an accident
occurs in transmission and the word ‘not’ is lost. This is
very likely going to be a harmful change, perhaps even
triggering a nuclear war by mistake. But perhaps, in a
freak situation, it could turn out to be useful (for example,
by testing the fail-safe mechanisms involved). But this
does not mean that it is the sort of change required to begin
to convert the telegram into an encyclopedia.
The very small number of ‘beneficial’ mutations ac
tually observed are simply the wrong kind of change for
evolution — we do not see the addition of new sentences
which carry meaning and information. Again surpris
ingly, one often reads creationist works which insist that
there is no such thing as a beneficial mutation. If benefit
is defined purely in survival terms, then we would not
expect this to be true in all instances, and in fact it is not —
that is, there are indeed ‘beneficial’ mutations in that
sense only.
Information depends on order, and since all of our ob
servations and our understanding of entropy tells us that
in a natural, spontaneous, unguided and unprogrammed
process order will decrease, the same will be true of infor
mation. The physicist and communications engineer
should not be surprised at the realisation that biological
processes involve no increases in useful or functional
(teleonomic) information and complexity. In fact, the net
result of any biological process involving transmission
of information (i.e., all hereditary variation) is conser
vation or loss of that genetic information.
This points back directly to the creation of the infor
mation, supernaturally, in the beginning. It is completely
in harmony with the biblical concept of a world made
‘very good’ as a balanced, functioning whole, with decay
only subsequent to the Fall. This is the reason why there
are inevitable limits to variation, why the creationist does
not have to worry about how many new ‘species’ the
future may bring — because there is a limit to the amount
of functionally efficient genetic information present, and
natural processes such as mutation cannot add to this
original storehouse.
Notice that since organisms were created to migrate
out from a central point at least once and fill empty
ecological niches, as well as having to cope with a
decaying and changing environment, they would require
considerable variation potential. Without this built-in
genetic flexibility, most populations would not be present
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today. Hence the concept of biological change is in a
sense predicted by the biblical model, not something
forced upon it only because such change has occurred.
THE CREATED KIND
The Scriptures imply that this originally created infor
mation was not in the form of one ‘super species’ from
which all of today’s populations have split off by this
‘thinning out’ process, but was created as a number of
distinct gene pools. Each group of sexually reproducing
organisms had at least two members. Thus,
1. Each original group began with a built-in amount of
genetic information which is the raw material for vir
tually all subsequent useful variation.
2. Each original group was presumably genetically and
reproductively isolated from other such groups, yet
was able to interbreed within its own group. Hence
the original kinds would truly have earned the mod
ern biological definition of ‘ species’.4 We saw in our
dog example that such ‘species’ can split into two or

more distinct sub-groups which can then diverge
(without adding anything new) and can end up with
the characteristics of ‘species’ themselves — that is,
reproductively isolated from each other but freely
interbreeding among themselves. The more variabil
ity in the original gene pool, the more easily can such
new groups arise. However, each ‘splitting’ reduces
the potential for further change and hence even this is
limited. All the descendants of such an original kind
which was once a species, may then end up being
classified together in a much higher taxonomic cate
gory — e.g., family.
Take a hypothetical created kind A — truly a biologi
cal ‘species’ with perhaps a tremendous genetic potential.
See Figure 1. (For the sake of simplicity, the diagram
avoids the issue of what is meant by two of each kind
aboard the Ark — however, the basic point is not af
fected.) Note that A may even continue as an unchanged
group, as may any of the sub-groups. Splitting off of
daughter populations does not necessarily mean extinc
tion of the parent population. In the case of man, the

Figure 1. The ‘splitting off’ of daughter populations from an original created kind.
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original group has not diverged sufficiently to produce
new species.
Hence, D1, D2, D3, E1, E2, E3, P1, P2, Q1, Q2, Q3
and Q4 are all different species, reproductively isolated.
But all the functionally efficient genetic information they
contain was present in A. (They presumably carry some
mutational defects as well).
Let us assume that the original kind A has become
extinct, and also the populations X, B, C, D, E, P and Q.
(But not D1, D2, etc.) If X carried some of the original in
formation in A, which is not represented in B or C, then
that information is lost for ever. Hence, in spite of the fact
that there are many ‘new species’ which were not origi
nally present, we would have witnessed conservation of
most of the information, loss of some, and nothing new
added apart from mutations (harmful defects or just mean
ingless ‘noise’ in the genetic information). All of which
is the wrong sort of informational change if one is trying
to demonstrate protozoon-to-man evolution.
Classifications above species are more or less arbi
trary groupings of convenience, based generally on simi
larities and differences of structure. It is conceivable that
today, D1, D2 and D3 could be classified as species
belonging to one genus, and E1, E2 and E3 as species in
another genus, for example. It could also be that the
groups B and C were sufficiently different such that their
descendants would today be in different families. We
begin to see some of the problems facing a creationist who
tries to delineate today’s representatives of the created
kinds.
Creatures may be classified in the same family, for ex
ample, on the basis of similarities due to common design
while in fact they belong to two totally different created
kinds. This should sound a note of caution against using
morphology alone, as well as pointing out the potential
folly of saying ‘in this case, the baramin is the family; in
this case, it is the genus, etc.’ (Baramin is an accepted
creationist term for ‘created kind’.)
There is no easy solution as yet to the problem of es
tablishing each of these genetic relationships — in fact,
we will probably never be able to know them all with
certainty. Interbreeding, in vitro fertilization experi
ments, etc. may suggest membership of the same baramin
but lack of such genetic compatibility does not prove that
two groups are not in the same kind. (See earlier discus
sion — genetic barriers could arise via mutational dete
rioration.) However, newer insights, enabling us to make
direct comparisons between species via DNA sequenc
ing, open up an entirely new research horizon. (Although
the question of where the funding for such extensive
research will come from in an evolution-dominated soci
ety remains enigmatic.)
What then do we say to an evolutionist who under
standably presses us for a definition of a created kind or
identification of same today? I suggest the following for
consideration:

‘Groups of living organisms belong in the same cre
ated kind if they have descended from the same an
cestral gene pool.’
To talk of ‘fixity of kinds’ in relation to any presentday variants thus also becomes redundant — no new
kinds can appear by definition.
Besides being a simple and obvious definition, it is
axiomatic. Thus it is as unashamedly circular as a rolledup armadillo and just as impregnable, deflecting attention,
quite properly, to the real issue of genetic change.
The question is not — what is a baramin, is it a
species, a family or a genus? Rather, the question is —
which of today’s populations are related to each other by
this form of common descent, and are thus of the same
created kind? Notice that this is vastly removed from the
evolutionist’s notion of common descent. As the crea
tionist looks back in time along a line of descent, he sees
an expansion of the gene pool. As the evolutionist does
likewise, he sees a contraction.
As with all taxonomic questions, common sense will
probably continue to play the greatest part. The Scrip
tures, the fossil record and common sense unite to prevent
creationists doing too much ‘lumping together’ as we go
back in time. For instance, it is conceivable (though not
necessarily so) that crocodiles and alligators both de
scended from the same ancestral gene pool which con
tained all their functionally efficient genes, but not really
conceivable that crocodiles, alligators and ostriches had a
common ancestral pool which carried the genes for all
three!
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Lewin, R., 1980. Evolutionary theory under fire. Science, 210
(4472):883–887.
Lewin, Ref. 1, p. 884.
Transposons or ‘jumping genes’, which involve the transfer of genetic
information from one stretch of DNA to another (in the same organism,
or even altogether different ones, transferred by viruses for example)
are not touched upon in this discussion, as work on these ‘new hopes’
for evolution is not at a sufficiently mature stage. It should, however,
be noted that these processes would appear to be (like mutations)
random and undirected processes, in this case involving transfers of
existing information.
Of course, the original ‘kind’ may have been represented by two or
more separate populations able to interbreed potentially, but geo
graphically isolated. Thus, being reproductively ‘isolated’ would
cause them, by the ultra-strict application of the definition, to be more
than one ‘species’ in the ‘kind’. Some creationists would call these
separate ‘morphotypes’ within each baramin as originally created.
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